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Introduction

One of the big questions to confront teachers everywhere is how to handle the Internet when it comes to its use as a learning resource. In some ways this is a generational conundrum. The attitude to educational or information technology is structured and modified by experience as well as expectations of what, how and why one should learn, and what learning itself should constitute. It is structured by an idea of where learning happens, and what can contribute to it. The adoption and internalization of every innovation in the educational space must negotiate these expectations and perceptual frameworks. Web-based resources, both by virtue of the nature of the medium and by the structure of the texts themselves, introduce a discontinuity in the traditional modes of learning, and their ramifications are only beginning to be understood within educational spaces.

Among online learning resources, Wikipedia is one of the first points of information discovery when looking for material on the Web. While some academic institutions and instructors specifically prohibit using and referencing material from Wikipedia, younger learners, particularly at the primary and secondary levels, depend heavily on Wikipedia entries for a variety of purposes, from looking for information for projects to supplementing the textbook. What is lacking is a critical appreciation of the resource and an understanding of how it is built, that the information requires continuous validation, that users are also participants in the process of its creation. Clearly, such an understanding would lead to informed and more productive use of the resource, and also remove some of the distrust associated with Wiki information.

Such Web-based resources conceivably occupy different positions within different cultures of teaching/learning, and in different education systems. Where the culture of the classroom is open and critical, the Wikipedia and its attendant wiki forms are more likely to be more easily understood and adopted in the spirit of a resource that is not definitive but is subject to change, and importantly, is open to being questioned. In classrooms where learning is top down, textbook oriented and teacher-delivered, learning to use a resource that is itself a work in progress, inviting participation and contribution, poses a challenge and an opportunity. In this discussion paper I examine some of the issues thrown up by the use of dynamic resources such as Wikipedia in the average Indian classroom.

Teaching and learning in Indian classrooms

Most Indian teachers are products of a largely uni-directional and linear learning environment, dependent on poorly equipped or often non-existent libraries and the resources provided by their own instructors.
Work, play, living and learning contexts were all separate and exclusive, each with different rules, sometimes driven by different values and a different set of expected outcomes. Their students, on the other hand, particularly those in urban middle class homes, have never known a world without digital technology, where access to information resources is vastly expanded, and where means to participate in dialogue and discussion is no more limited by geography or a host of other physical and material barriers. This is perhaps just one more facet of the divide in perception and experience between digital natives and digital migrants.

As happens with every generation, expectations of learning, teaching, the application of school work to life, and their relationships with the institutions they are a part of, are all moderated by their larger environment. This larger environment has been altered significantly in the past two decades and perhaps most significantly in the past decade, redefining the processes and the products of learning and more importantly, relationships with people and information.

Many teachers both at the school and university level have embraced new technologies enthusiastically, but this enthusiasm has in large part been fuelled by a largely uninformed (though not really unsubstantiated) hope that these tools will help make the teacher’s job easier, make learning more fun and interesting, and will open access to learning resources that were hitherto denied most Indian children because of their cost or availability. Many others, however, continue to view technology as an intrusion, as something that unnecessarily adds to the list of things they need to be concerned about over and above the many tasks they need to attend to.

The classroom itself is a space that is tightly controlled and organized by the teacher, who is herself constrained by the strictures of the school and the board of education that she works within. In most classrooms, children sit in straight rows, their learning is organized into subjects and those subjects allocated specific time periods. Teaching and learning is parcelled out into neat packages, with rare opportunities to transcend boundaries and mix ideas from two or more subjects together!

Further divisions happen in school life, as they do in life in general. There are times for play and for work, spaces where companionship and friendship can be played out and others where they must be suppressed. There are people who know and those who don’t, people whose words are put into plastic sleeves and filed away and looked at and learned up, while others are dismissed or not allowed to speak.

Changes are happening, no doubt, but they are slow and for the most part restricted to a few privileged spaces. There is plenty of talk about student centeredness and open learning, but institutional structures are slow to accommodate this shift and even while policy makers pronounce reform, the shift is slow to express itself in the mood and mode of the classroom. Newer models of schooling, such as those influenced by international boards and directed by progressive educationists and parents who want “something different” for their children, are to be found in some of the larger cities, and also in alternative systems across the country, but these are still the minority.

**Enter collaborative learning tools**

Consequently, when new technologies and new paradigms of information consumption and production are introduced into these classrooms, two things (at least) happen:

1. The technology is fitted into traditional modes of doing, as simply one more layer of information
2. There is a process of negotiation that includes resistance and denial, and finally a recreation of the space as well as the process of learning.

The second process is what is of interest here. How does this process of negotiation happen and, specifically within the Indian culture of learning and teaching, how does it change the way learning and learning skills are acquired? What does it do to the traditional notions of learning and the directionality of the teacher-student relationship?

Given the general discomfort most teachers feel toward such tools, the students are more likely to take over the learning process at least in those limited contexts where the use of such tools is encouraged. In such cases, even the act of using shifts some power to the student. Teachers then have to begin to look at their role differently, giving up some of their traditional power, accepting that knowledge creation and its reinforcement are participatory processes.

**Wikipedia: a “disruptive” educational tool**

Wikipedia, which has grown into an important reference source for students at all levels, and is now increasingly seen as a valid source of information, is perhaps emblematic of the Internet as a resource. Apart from offering information per se, it also offers the opportunity - and the responsibility - to participate in knowledge generation, validation and extension, as well as ways to question and comment on material that has been through
this process. Material, like the medium within which it is situated, is dynamic, changing, changeable and multi-authorial.

The location of such a resource within a space that has multiple uses, which collapses entertainment, relational and professional communication, as well as educational material also offers a variety of opportunities to see how learners negotiate conflicting and competing life and role demands and in the process make meaning not only of what they read but how they read, and how their process of reading also feeds into the re-creation of the text. It also offers a space and a moment that allows us to study the ways in which learning as an activity and an outcome is changing. Several educationists have noted the need to develop what some broadly call “network society skills” or “CCC literacies” - critical, collaborative, creative literacies - that go beyond familiarity and ease of use of ICTs (Bruns and Humphreys 2005). To fully participate as not just consumers but as producers children need to acquire the ability to synthesize, assimilate and collaborate and engage in critical, reflective practices. Wikipedia, and similar collaborative knowledge repositories offer the spaces to develop such skills and engage in such practices.

Critical literacy

Teachers can use Wikipedia content to get students to look at gaps in “encyclopedic” entries. Encyclopedia are generally touted as standard references but the transparency of Wikipedia content (which offers frank notes when content is not substantiated or appears to be too promotional) provides learners with an opportunity to look at points of dissection, discussion, and consensus, so that the process of agreeing upon what is knowledge (which itself is temporary, transient, subject to change by users). Students could be encouraged to ask questions such as who originated an entry, who adds to it, which countries do most entries come from and what is the pattern of their finalisation, etc. Wikipedia, then imperfect as it may be as an objective information source, offers a perfect site for critiquing the imperfect and transient nature of all knowledge.

Collaborative literacy

Wikipedia allows online editing (although the edits must be approved by higher-level users) and therefore can be used for collaborative content creation. Augar et al. (2004) note that wikis promote peer interaction and facilitate the sharing of knowledge among learners. Gaps that are identified through a critical reading exercise or through serendipitous web surfing can then be filled in, by groups of learners acting in concert. Indian students may find that there is inadequate information on indigenous plants of India, and collect and collaboratively contribute an entry, putting together their complementary strengths in research, writing, and editing.

Creative literacy

Participation in knowledge creation calls for the ability to analyze and synthesize information and then put this understanding together in a manner that is comprehensible to someone else. The wide audience that is afforded by Wikipedia, opening up one’s work to critique and criticism, and the opportunity to occupy a platform conjointly with other pieces of knowledge, all can be used to build a creative and responsible approach to content generation.

Apart from these opportunities for different kinds of “active” learning fostered by the Wikipedia in terms of its style of organization (as opposed to its content, primarily), directing children to using this resource also places them in a situation where they are likely to be distracted by the other attractions of the Net. Restricting one’s field of view to a particular object of enquiry, developing the discipline to stay “on one window” while facing the attractions of chatting, gaming and random surfing online, and doing this while generating content for this same sphere, can all help build focus and concentration within an environment of distraction. In its positioning, Wikipedia mimicks life (as do other learning resources in an open online environment), therefore children are constantly learning within the constraints of constant distraction.

Currently a very small number of schools in India actively use Internet based tools within the classroom, although a large number of students have access to computers in their homes. Even though teachers actively discourage use of Wikipedia as a reference source, most students tend to use it liberally for projects and papers, and also to supplement material in textbooks. This is partly because well equipped libraries are difficult to come by; few schools have really rich library resources and public libraries as they exist in the West are practically non-existent. The most obvious use of the Wikipedia therefore is as a simple information resource, one that itself draws from a variety of other sources, as any encyclopedia might. But to restrict its use to a simple uni-dimensional information source is to miss its larger potential for teaching and learning. Actively encouraging use of Wikipedia in student research calls for a certain critical engagement with the text. Students need to look at how this knowledge base is constructed, how its elements are argued over, discussed, and finally accepted or rejected, and
- not by some external authority, but by users who are also “produsers” (Lister et al. 2003) of content, or knowledge.

Just as Web 2.0 tools have rendered the passive audience passé, Wikipedia and wiki forms in general encourage active participation in content generation rather than passive use - although, in reality, a very small percentage of users actually get involved in creating or contributing content. This may change if learners, from a very young age, collaborate in meaning making and text-generation even when they are in school classrooms.

With Wikipedia introducing so many new dimensions into the way “texts” are viewed and used, individuals as members of this culture need to negotiate their relationship with learning and classroom power as they “naturalise” the use of such tools in their lives. Collaboration, discussion and the sharing of authority are qualities and practices that are not “natural” to the Indian learning context, except in very privileged institutions both at the secondary and tertiary levels. If students indeed discover the true use of the Wikipedia and are able to use such forms in order to learn from the learning process, they could become true participants in rather than mere recipients of products of the network society. What such a shift means to the politics of information and knowledge creation is another debate altogether.
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